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Abstract—Objective: To determine the compensatory mechanisms involved in the recovery of motor function following
surgical lesions of the supplementary motor area (SMA) and their relation to the clinical characteristics of recovery.
Subjects and Methods: Twelve patients were referred for surgery of low-grade gliomas located in the SMA, and compared
to eight healthy controls using fMRI before and after surgery during self-paced movements of both hands, successively.
Magnitude and volume of activation within regions of interest (primary sensorimotor cortex, premotor cortex, SMA,
preSMA, and parietal lobes) were compared and tested for correlation with anatomic characteristics of the tumor and
resection, and clinical data. Results: Tumor growth induced preoperative underactivity in the adjacent SMA and overactivity in the opposite SMA. Postoperative recovery was associated with recruitment of a premotor network located in the
healthy hemisphere including the SMA and the lateral premotor cortex. Postoperative premotor recruitment in the
healthy hemisphere increased with the percentage of resection of preoperative SMA activation. Shortened onset and
duration of recovery was associated with increased preoperative changes in activation levels. Conclusions: These findings
suggest a dysfunction of the SMA ipsilateral to the tumor, partially compensated by a recruitment of the contralesional
SMA which correlated with shortened postoperative recovery. SMA resection was compensated by the recruitment of a
medial and lateral premotor circuitry in the healthy hemisphere.
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Surgical resection of the supplementary motor area
(SMA) leads to characteristic postoperative deficits,
called the SMA syndrome.1-5 The SMA syndrome is
an executive disorder with variable motor and
speech impairments, and variable severity ranging
from complete suppression of motor and speech production to reduced spontaneous motor and speech
output. One of the main features of the SMA syndrome is a complete or almost complete recovery
within a few weeks or months.1-5 This latter characteristic implies that plastic brain mechanisms occur,
which are able to compensate for deficient motor and
speech functions, and to supply the loss of activity of
the resected SMA.
Recovery studies have emphasized the role of undamaged motor-related cortical areas (including the
sensorimotor cortex, the SMA, the premotor cortex,
particularly in the healthy hemisphere) after lesions
involving the primary motor cortex or the corticospinal tract.6-15 How these areas participate in motor

recovery following lesion of medial premotor areas
remains to be evaluated, as well as their beneficial
role in this process. The purpose of this study was to
determine the compensatory mechanisms associated
both with tumor growth and recovery of motor function following surgical lesions of the SMA, and to
determine whether compensatory activation patterns
are related to the clinical characteristics of motor
recovery. For that purpose, we examined pre- and
postoperative clinical, anatomic, and functional imaging data in patients referred for surgical resection
of a low-grade glioma of the SMA. We selected regions of interest (ROI) that are connected to the SMA
as previously demonstrated in monkeys including
the primary sensorimotor cortex, the medial and lateral premotor areas, the anterior and posterior cingulum, the preSMA, and the parietal lobes.16-18 The
characteristics of postoperative deficit and recovery
were also compared to tumoral, surgical, and functional characteristics.

Additional material related to this article can be found on the Neurology
Web site. Go to www.neurology.org and scroll down the Table of Contents for the April 27 issue to find the title link for this article.

Subjects and methods. Subjects. Patients. Patients were
selected according to the following criteria: 1) presence of a tumor
of the medial frontal lobe; 2) low grade at histologic examination
allowing minimization of possible local vascular disorders related
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Table Clinical and surgical characteristics of the patients

Patient no./
age, y/sex

Location
of the
lesion

Seizure
history,
mo
27

Volume
of
tumor,
cm3

Volume
of
surgical
resection,
cm3

Percentage
of
occupancy
of SMA by
the tumor

67.6

115.9

90.8

50.1

12.7

1/31/M

Left

2/50/M

Right

3/25/W

Right

15

39.1

44.9

33.8

4/28/M

Right

4

139.8

89.4

56.9

5/34/M

Left

4

50.9

37.3

94.6

6/45/M

Left

4

49.5

65.5

7/48/M

Left

30

69.5

8/31/M

Left

24

9/41/M

Right

60

10/37/F

Left

11/68/F

12/45/M

Percentage
of
resection
of SMA
activation

Long-term
follow-up 1 y

Moderate
hemiparesia
RU

3/1

Normal

90.0

Moderate
hemiparesia
LU

10/3

Normal

27.3

Moderate
hemiparesia
LU

3/3

Normal

Severe left
hemiparesia

7/3

Grasping,
bimanual
coordination
impairment

50.0

Mild
hemiparesia
RU

2/2

Normal

9.2

28.6

Severe right
hemiparesia
RU

15/4

Normal

55.4

36.1

18.8

Mild
hemiparesia
RU

2/2

Normal

62.4

49.9

70.8

90.9

Moderate
hemiparesia
RU

3/2

Normal

21.9

16.6

23.1

50.0

Severe
hemiparesia
LU

7/3

Normal

1.5

54.1

26.0

56.1

83.3

Moderate
hemiparesia
RU

5/2

Normal

Left

6

16.6

21.9

52.3

75.0

Moderate
hemiparesia
RU

21/3

Right

1

22.7

27.1

49.2

83.3

Severe
hemiparesia
LU

3/2

1.5

100

100

Postoperative
motor deficit

Motor
recovery
begin/
complete,
d/mo

100

Underutilization
of RU
Normal

* During preoperative movement of the contralesional hand.
SMA ⫽ supplementary motor area; RU ⫽ right upper limb predominance of the deficit; LU ⫽ left upper limb predominance of the deficit.

to the neovascularization of high-grade lesion, and longer followup; 3) absence of tumor extension in the primary sensorimotor
cortex; 4) absence of preoperative motor deficit; 5) occurrence of a
SMA syndrome with related motor disorders following surgery.
From the 47 consecutive patients referred for surgical treatment
of lesions of the medial frontal lobe in the neurosurgery department between November 1996 and November 2001, 12 righthanded patients fulfilled the criteria and were included (3 women
and 9 men; age range: 25 to 68 years, mean: 40 years). All tumors
were located close to the SMA in the left medial frontal lobe in
seven patients, and in the right medial frontal lobe in five patients. The pre- and postoperative neurologic examinations were
performed by neurologists and neurosurgeons using a standardized clinical scale.19 The intensity of the motor deficit was rated as
follows: no deficit (0), mild deficit (1) (patient can use his or her
limb almost normally), moderate deficit (2) (movement possible
with help of examiner), severe deficit (3) (no spontaneous move1324
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ment against gravity). Clinical examinations were performed on
the day of the fMRI, the day before surgery, immediately after
surgery, after 1 week, and then after 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 months. All
patients had a seizure history for 1 to 60 months (mean: 15
months) (table). Preoperative motor or speech deficit was absent
in all patients. All patients had peroperative cortical and subcortical electrical stimulations to avoid lesion of the primary motor
cortex and the corticospinal fibers. All patients had steroid treatment during 3 days immediately after surgery. Motor recovery
was considered complete once muscular strength and motor examination19 were normal at the time of clinical examination.
Healthy volunteers. Eight age-matched right-handed control
subjects (4 women and 4 men; age range: 27 to 71 years, mean:
46.5 years) were compared to the patients. None of the volunteers
had a history of neurologic or psychiatric disease, or diagnosed
disability. The protocol was approved by the ethics committee of

our institution. All subjects gave their written informed consent
according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Imaging. The MR protocol was carried out with a 1.5 T MR
unit. fMRI using blood oxygen level dependent contrast was performed preoperatively between 1 and 148 days before surgery
(mean: 27 days), and postoperatively between 63 and 1,063 days
after surgery (mean: 364 days). All patients had recovered at the
time of postoperative fMRI and were able to perform motor tasks
appropriately. The delay between the end of recovery and fMRI
examination ranged from 3 days to 1,032 days (mean: 289 days).
The protocol included 1) 20 axial gradient echo– echo planar images covering the whole frontal lobes (repetition time/echo time/
flip angle: 3,000/60 msec/90°, 5 mm slice thickness, no gap, in
plane resolution: 3.75 mm ⫻ 3.75 mm); 2) axial inversion recovery
three-dimensional T1-weighted images for anatomic localization;
and 3) axial fast fluid-attenuated inversion recovery images.
Two different tasks were performed by the subjects. The tasks
consisted of self-paced flexion/extension of the fingers of the right
and left hand, successively. The subjects were asked to perform
the tasks at a movement rate of 0.5 Hz. Before the experiment
started, all subjects practiced each movement to keep amplitude,
acceleration, and strength constant. The paradigm was blockdesigned, alternating rest and activation, and consisted of seven
epochs of 18 sec (duration of each run: 2 minutes 6 sec). The task
instructions were auditory-cued using a digital audiotape and presented using standard headphones customized for fMRI experiments and inserted in a noise-protecting helmet that provided
isolation from scanner noise. Direct observation of the tasks was
performed by an investigator during the fMRI acquisitions.
Data analysis. Statistical analyses of functional images were
performed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) with SPM99
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) using the general linear model. For each subject, images were corrected for subject motion with the first volume of each study used
as a reference, and transformed stereotactically to Talairach coordinates using the standard template of the Montreal Neurologic
Institute. In patients, focal lesions were masked to be excluded of
the normalization transformation.20 The resulting images were
smoothed with a Gaussian spatial filter to a final smoothness of 5
mm. The data were then analyzed statistically using a twotemporal basis functions model. Overall signal differences between runs were also modeled. A temporal cut-off of 240 seconds
was applied to filter subject-specific low frequency drift related
mostly to subject biologic rhythms. Statistical parametric maps
were calculated for the contrast action versus rest and thresholded at T ⬎ 3.1. Activated clusters were then considered significant at p ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. fMRI studies
with excessive head motion or important susceptibility artifacts
related to postoperative metallic material were excluded. Data
were analyzed for each subject.
A total of 64 fMRI acquisitions were performed in the 8 healthy
control subjects and the 12 patients. Excessive motion artifacts
were observed in two patients before surgery during the movement of the hand ipsilateral to the tumor, and important magnetic
susceptibility artifacts related to postoperative metallic material
were present in three patients. These functional series were excluded from analysis leaving 56 fMRI acquisitions for evaluation.
ROI were drawn onto the normalized T1-weighted anatomic
images without knowledge of the activation patterns, using standard sulcal atlases.21 ROI drawing was performed on anatomic
images using semiautomatic segmentation software based on region growing (Anatomist, SHFJ-CEA; http://brainvisa.info). This
software provided volumes of tumors, resection cavities, activation
(in cm3), and overlap between ROI (e.g., between fMRI activation
and surgical resection).
ROI were located in both hemispheres in the primary sensorimotor cortex (SMC), the lateral premotor cortex (PMC), the SMA,
the preSMA, the anterior and the posterior cingulum, and the
parietal lobes. The volume of each ROI was similar in each hemisphere. The SMA extended from the brain vertex to the cingulate
sulcus and from the precentral sulcus to the VAC line (a vertical
line passing at level of the anterior commissure and perpendicular
to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure plane). The
preSMA extended rostral to the VCA line to a virtual line passing
through the genu of the corpus callosum parallel to the VAC line.
The anterior and posterior parts of the cingulum were located

between the cingulate sulcus and the corpus callosum, separated
by the VAC line.22
Within each ROI, activation volume ([number of activated voxels] ⫻ [voxel volume], with voxel volume ⫽ 70.3 mm3), magnitude
(corresponding to the maximum T-value), and Talairach coordinates of the maximum T-value were obtained. When no activation
was detected, maximum T-value was set to zero.
Laterality indices (LI) were calculated for each pair of ROI,
defined as the ratio LI ⫽ [(C-I)/(C⫹I)] with C corresponding to
activation parameters in the hemisphere contralateral to the moving limb and I to activation parameters in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Two different types of LI were calculated: a magnitude LI
(using for activation parameter the maximum T-value) and a volumetric LI (using the number of activated voxels within the ROI).
LI ranged from ⫺1 (activation in the ipsilateral hemisphere only)
to ⫹1 (activation in the contralateral hemisphere only). Four complete data sets of randomly chosen healthy volunteers were mirrored to match the bilateral distribution of the lesions in patients.
Statistical analysis. Analyses were conducted using statistical software (SPSS, version 11.0, Chicago, IL). All values are
expressed as mean ⫾ SD. Statistical comparisons were performed
by using nonparametric procedures because of repeated violations
of the assumption of distribution normality: k-related samples test
(Friedman test) and follow-up pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon
test), and two independent-samples test (Mann-Whitney U test)
when appropriate. Relationships between quantitative data sets
(clinical history: seizures history, onset and duration of the recovery, severity of the deficit; imaging data: volumes of tumor and
percentage of SMA occupancy by the tumor, percentage of resection of SMA activation, number of activated voxels, maximum
T-value, laterality index) were assessed using Kendall’s W test
(coefficient of concordance) and r' Spearman correlation coefficient. Significance level was set at p ⱕ 0.05.

Results. Patients: clinical and anatomic findings. The
table summarizes clinical and anatomic data in patients.
The clinical presentation was unchanged between the preoperative fMRI session and surgery in all patients. All
patients experienced an immediate postoperative motor
deficit contralateral to the resection. In all patients but
one, the motor deficit predominated in the upper limb.
Recovery began 2 to 21 days after surgery (mean: 6.8 ⫾ 5.9
days), and was complete between 30 days and 120 days
after surgery (mean: 75 ⫾ 23.9 days). At 1 year follow-up,
the neurologic examinations were normal in all patients
but Patients 4 and 11, who presented mild abnormalities
(see the table). Muscular strength was normal in all patients. All patients with a left-sided tumor had a transient
postoperative speech disorder. Except for the occurrence of
postoperative speech disorder, no clinical or anatomic difference was observed between patients with tumors in the
left and right hemispheres.
Mean tumor volume was 53.7 ⫾ 32.4 cm3, mean resection volume was 46.9 ⫾ 31.1 cm3, and both values were
correlated (r' ⫽ 0.67; p ⬍ 0.02). Tumors occupied 7.3 ⫾ 3.7
cm3 (56.1 ⫾ 28.7%) of the volume of the SMA, 5.6 ⫾ 4.1
cm3 (40.6 ⫾ 29.7%) of the preSMA, and 7.3 ⫾ 3.7 cm3
(56.1 ⫾ 28.7%) of the PMC. Surgery resulted in the removal of 6.2 ⫾ 3.2 cm3 (47.9 ⫾ 24.9%) of SMA, 8.0 ⫾ 3.4
cm3 (57.7 ⫾ 24.9%) of preSMA, and 6.7 ⫾ 4.3 cm3 (19.2 ⫾
12.3%) of PMC (figure E-1, available online at http://
www.neurology.org; see the table).
fMRI studies. Activation was present in the contralateral SMC in 100% of the subjects, and in the ipsilateral or
contralateral PMC in 94.4 ⫾ 9.3%, SMA in 96.3 ⫾ 9.1%,
preSMA in 72.1 ⫾ 20.3%, posterior cingulum in 26.1 ⫾
17.3%, anterior cingulum in 31.6 ⫾ 17.8%, and parietal
lobes in 86.1 ⫾ 8.4% of the subjects. Because activation in
the cingulate cortex was inferior to 50% in controls and in
April (2 of 2) 2004
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Figure 1. Laterality indices (LI) in healthy subjects and in patients. Magnitude LI (mean ⫾ SD) during movements of
the unaffected hand (white bars) and the affected hand in patients (black bars) before (Preop.) and after (Postop.) surgery.
In controls, matched hands were obtained after having mirrored data sets of four subjects. Comparisons between controls
and patients were performed using Mann-Whitney U test with * p ⱕ 0.05. In patients, pairwise comparisons were performed using Wilcoxon test between opposite hands for the same examination (# p ⱕ 0.05), and between different examinations for the same hands (§ p ⱕ 0.05). ** After surgery, activation in the preSMA was detected in four patients during
ipsilesional movements and in five patients during contralesional movements. SMC ⫽ supplementary motor cortex; PMC
⫽ premotor cortex; SMA ⫽ supplementary motor area.
patients, these regions were not included for further
analysis.
Activation parameters were similar in patients with tumors in the left and the right frontal lobes. Therefore,
activation data were presented according to the movement
side related to the lesion, whether contralesional (CL) or
ipsilesional (IL).
Analyses were performed on activation volume and
magnitude (tables E-1 through E-3, available online at
http://www.neurology.org), and on LI. For interindividual
comparisons, LI were used. Magnitude and volumetric LI
were strongly correlated (r' ⫽ 0.90; p ⬍ 0.01) and overall
interindividual comparisons gave similar results with both
LI. Only results for magnitude LI are presented (figure 1).
Preoperative and postoperative activation maps are presented in figures 2 and 3.
Sensorimotor cortex. All activation values (activation
volume and magnitude, LI) showed that activation predominated in the hemisphere contralateral to the moving
hand without difference between controls and patients, before and after surgery. In controls, activation volumes
were larger in the contralateral hemisphere during movement of the right dominant hand than the nondominant
hand (p ⬍ 0.02). In patients after surgery, activation vol1326
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umes in the ipsilateral hemisphere were larger than before
surgery. This difference predominated for CL movements,
although it did not reach significance (p ⬍ 0.07).
Lateral premotor cortex. In controls for each hand and
patients before surgery, activation volumes and magnitudes were higher in the hemisphere contralateral to the
moving hand (p ⬍ 0.05). In patients after surgery, activation during CL movements became symmetric with LI being smaller than in controls (p ⬍ 0.05). Ipsilateral
activation volume was larger during CL movements than
IL movements (p ⫽ 0.05), but magnitude was similar. In
patients during CL movements, both volumetric (p ⬍ 0.02)
and magnitude (p ⫽ 0.05) LI were smaller postoperatively
than preoperatively. In the diseased hemisphere, magnitude and volumes of activation decreased, but only magnitude decrease reached significance (p ⫽ 0.05). This effect
was at least partially due to resection of PMC activation in
four patients, including Patient 1 (37.5%), Patient 4
(3.13%), Patient 6 (54.55%), and Patient 8 (4.35%), with a
mean surgical removal of 8.29 ⫾ 18.05%. No significant
correlation between PMC tumoral extension or resection
and activation values in each hemisphere was detected. In
the healthy hemisphere, magnitude and volume of activation increased, but only volume increase reached signifi-

Figure 2. Preoperative fMRI in patients during contralesional movements. Preoperative anatomic and functional MRI in
Patients 1, 5, and 8 (left column) showed large tumoral infiltration of the supplementary motor area (SMA) (asterisk),
associated with underactivity in the SMA in the pathologic hemisphere, and overactivity in the healthy SMA resulting in
negative magnitude laterality indices (LI) (⫺0.40, ⫺0.12, ⫺0.06). Recovery began within the first 3 days and lasted between 30 and 60 days. In Patients 6, 9, and 11 (right column), tumoral infiltration (asterisk) was lower, and LI remained
positive (0.08, 0.19, 0.12). Arrows indicate predominant SMA activation. Recovery began after 7 to 21 days, and lasted
between 90 and 120 days. See table 1 for details.

cance (p ⫽ 0.05). Mean coordinates in Talairach space
demonstrated the changes in activity were located in the
dorsal part of the PMC.
SMA. Overall, total activation volumes in both SMA
were similar between controls and patients for both hands.
In controls (p ⬍ 0.05) and patients during IL movements (p
⬍ 0.01), activation volume and magnitude were higher in
the hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand.
Before surgery, activation volume in the damaged hemisphere during CL movements decreased and tended to correlate with tumoral infiltration (r' ⫽ ⫺0.57; p ⬍ 0.06). On
the opposite, activation magnitude in the healthy hemisphere increased and correlated with tumoral infiltration
(r' ⫽ 0.63; p ⬍ 0.03). Activation volume and magnitude in
the ipsilateral SMA were larger during CL than IL movements (p ⬍ 0.05). Surgery removed 66.8 ⫾ 29.7% of the
area activated in the SMA adjacent to the tumor during
CL hand movements (see the table). After surgery and
partial to complete resection of the SMA, activation adja-

cent to the resection cavity was detected in one patient
during IL movements (Patient 12), and one patient during
CL movements (Patient 2). Activation in the healthy hemisphere was similar to preoperative data. Both decreased
activation in the diseased hemisphere (secondary to tumoral infiltration or resection) and increased activation in
the healthy hemisphere resulted in LI significantly decreased as compared to control subjects (see figure 1).
PreSMA. In controls, activation during right hand
movements was bilateral and symmetric with a nonsignificant ipsilateral predominance whereas activation during
left hand movements was located in the contralateral
preSMA (p ⬍ 0.02). In both tasks, predominance of right
preSMA magnitude was observed (p ⬍ 0.04). In patients
before surgery, IL movements activated preferentially the
contralateral preSMA (p ⬍ 0.05), whereas CL movements
activated preferentially the ipsilateral preSMA (larger activation volume in the ipsilateral hemisphere, p ⫽ 0.05).
Ipsilateral activation volumes were larger during CL
April (2 of 2) 2004
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Figure 3. Postoperative fMRI. Anatomic and functional MRI in one representative control and in Patients 4, 6, and 12
during ipsilesional (IL) and contralesional (CL) movements after surgery. In controls and in patients during IL movements, supplementary motor area (SMA) (arrow) and premotor cortex (PMC) (arrowhead) activation predominated in the
hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand. In patients during CL movements, SMA activation was located in the
healthy hemisphere and PMC activation became more important in the ipsilateral healthy hemisphere. The resection cavity is indicated by the asterisk on axial planes.

movements than IL movements (p ⬍ 0.03). Differences in
maximum T-value did not reach significance (p ⬍ 0.1).
During CL movements, activation in the preSMA beside
the tumor was detected in three patients (Patients 1, 2,
and 5) and removed during surgery in two patients (Patient 1: 83%, Patient 5: 100%). After surgery, activation
adjacent to the resection cavity was detected in only one
patient (Patient 1) during CL movements. In the healthy
hemisphere, activation was detected in four patients during IL movements and in five patients during CL movements. Thus, no further statistical analysis was conducted.
Parietal lobes. In controls and in patients before and
after surgery, no significant difference was detected for LI,
as well as activation volume and magnitude between hemispheres and side of movement.
1328
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Relationships between clinical and imaging data. All
relationships between clinical history (duration since seizure onset, severity of the deficit, onset, and duration of
recovery), tumor (volume, percentage of occupancy of the
ROI), resection cavity (volume), and functional (percentage
of activation resection, activation volume and magnitude)
characteristics were tested.
Preoperative clinical presentation (duration since seizure onset) was not related to the characteristics of the
tumor and preoperative fMRI activation.
There was a correlation between the tumoral extension
in the SMA, the LI, and the temporal course of recovery
(Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance ⫽ 0.71; p ⬍ 0.01).
Larger tumoral extension in the SMA was correlated with
lower LI in the SMA during CL movements (r' ⫽ ⫺0.70;

Figure 4. Relationships between preoperative supplementary motor area (SMA) activation during contralesional movements, tumoral extension in SMA, and recovery time course. Because of violation of normality distribution, nonparametric Spearman r' rank correlation coefficients were used. However, these scattergraphs show parametric values of the data
with linear regression plots (dotted line) with each slope corresponding to the Pearson R correlation coefficient mentioned
in brackets in the legend. (A) Correlation coefficient between SMA laterality indices (LI) and tumoral extension in the
SMA was r' ⫽ ⫺0.70, p ⬍ 0.02 (R ⫽ ⫺0.71, p ⬍ 0.01). (B) Correlation coefficient between SMA LI and postoperative onset of recovery was r' ⫽ 0.66, p ⬍ 0.02 (R ⫽ 0.48, p ⫽ 0.11). (C) Correlation coefficient between SMA LI and duration of
recovery was r' ⫽ 0.85, p ⬍ 0.001 (R ⫽ 0.79, p ⬍ 0.002). Note that Spearman r' coefficients remain significant without
data of Patient 1, who had a preoperative SMA LI of ⫺0.40.
p ⬍ 0.02), and lower LI were correlated with shorter onset
(r' ⫽ 0.66; p ⬍ 0.02), and duration of recovery (r' ⫽ 0.85;
p ⬍ 0.001) (figure 4). Onset and duration of recovery were
also correlated (r' ⫽ 0.81; p ⬍ 0.001). No correlation was
found between the severity of the deficit and recovery
characteristics or preoperative fMRI activity values. Figure 4 illustrates the clinical and preoperative imaging
correlations.
Postoperative fMRI showed that the lateral premotor
recruitment in the healthy hemisphere correlated with tumoral extension in the SMA and with the extent of resection of SMA activation (Kendall’s W coefficient of
concordance ⫽ 0.63; p ⫽ 0.01). Larger tumoral extension in
the SMA correlated with larger percentage of resection of
SMA activation during preoperative CL movements (r' ⫽
0.64; p ⬍ 0.03). These two variables correlated with higher
ipsilateral PMC magnitude (Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance ⫽ 0.71; p ⬍ 0.03) and with higher ipsilateral
SMA magnitude (Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance ⫽
0.77; p ⬍ 0.02). Larger resections of SMA activation tended
to be observed in patients with higher postoperative magnitude in ipsilateral SMA (r' ⫽ 0.60; p ⬍ 0.09), but not in
PMC (r' ⫽ 0.51; p ⬍ 0.16). Percentage of resection of preoperative activation was not correlated with the time
course of recovery.

Discussion. Our main findings are as follows: tumor growth was accompanied by a preoperative reorganization of SMA activation to the contralateral
healthy hemisphere, which was not sufficient to prevent the occurrence of postoperative deficit but was
associated with faster recovery. After surgery and
recovery of the motor deficit, SMA activation was
almost exclusively located in the healthy hemisphere
and there was a recruitment of the lateral premotor
cortex in the same hemisphere. The recruitment of
both lateral and medial premotor cortex in the
healthy hemisphere increased as the extent of tu-

moral infiltration in the SMA, and of the resection of
its functional portion increased, although direct correlation did not reach significance.
The clinical presentation was similar across patients, as previously reported.1-5 Before surgery, all
patients were referred for a seizure history, and none
presented a neurologic deficit. After surgery, the deficit occurred immediately after the resection, and
consisted of a contralateral motor paresis of variable
severity. Consistent with the fact that the resection
involved more the anterior part of the SMA and with
the finding that the representation of the upper limb
is located rostral to the lower limb,23 an upper limb
predominance of the deficit was noted in 11 out of 12
patients. Motor deficit was associated with speech
impairment when the resection involved the hemisphere dominant for language,2,3,5 anteriorly to the
motor representation.23 All patients recovered within
several weeks.1-5,23 This postoperative deficit was
considered to result from the lesion of the SMA for
the following reasons: 1) its occurrence correlated
with the resection of SMA activation evidenced during preoperative fMRI motor task4; 2) the sensorimotor cortex was spared in all patients as shown using
peroperative cortical and subcortical stimulations
and no postoperative pyramidal syndrome was detected; 3) lesions of other frontal motor areas (premotor and prefrontal) were inconstant and not
correlated with the occurrence of the deficit. Moreover, lesions of these areas are not clinically associated with paresis.
In control subjects and patients during IL movements, SMA activation was mainly bilateral, but predominated in the hemisphere contralateral to the
moving limb as already reported.24 On the opposite,
preoperative SMA activation during CL movements
April (2 of 2) 2004
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was decreased in the lesioned hemisphere and increased in the healthy hemisphere, resulting in abnormal LI values. Despite activation decrease in the
pathologic SMA, this area remained activated during
CL movements and its resection induced the SMA
syndrome.5
Using fMRI, impaired activation of functional regions beside macroscopic lesions has been reported
in tumors6,25 as well as vascular infarcts.26 This impairment may be due to several factors such as mass
effect, tumor extension, and abnormal cerebrovascular reactivity induced by the tumor. Abnormal cerebrovascular reactivity has been mainly described in
high-grade tumors with neovascularization, and may
affect activation of the whole tumoral hemisphere.25
In the present study, only low-grade gliomas without
neovascularization were selected and no global hemispheric underactivation was observed. Impaired
SMA activation in the lesioned hemisphere and increased activation in the healthy hemisphere were correlated with tumoral extension in the SMA, suggesting
that this shift was secondary to tumoral extension itself. Similarly, the preSMA was infiltrated by the tumor and underactive, but this underactivity was not
significantly correlated with tumoral extension.
Recruitment of the premotor cortex in the healthy
hemisphere was observed before and after surgery,
with different patterns for the SMA and the lateral
PM cortex. Before surgery, the SMA in the healthy
hemisphere was overactive and there was no change
in activation level in the lateral premotor cortex.
Increased activation in primary motor and premotor
areas of the healthy hemisphere has already been
reported in patients with brain tumors involving the
primary motor cortex.6,7 This recruitment was related to the severity of the preoperative deficit.6 In
our study, patients had tumors located in the SMA
without SMC involvement. None of them presented a
preoperative motor deficit in line with previous
reports,1-5 or had tumoral infiltration of the primary
motor cortex.
Preoperative recruitment of the normal SMA did
not prevent the occurrence of the SMA syndrome,
suggesting that preoperative reorganization remained partial without a complete contralateral transfer of SMA function. After surgery, additional plasticity
phenomena should occur in motor related areas to support a complete recovery in motor functions.
Some studies of chronic stroke patients have suggested that the intact motor cortex may play a role in
recovery of motor function in the paretic hand.11,12 It
is unlikely that intact motor areas contributed to
recovery, however. First, more recent TMS report
suggested that primary motor areas of the affected
and not the intact hemisphere mediate motor function recovery in the paretic hand in these patients.27
Second, in the present study there was no lesion of
primary motor areas and there was no change in
activation levels in these areas.
Recruitment of lateral premotor areas ipsilateral
to the deficient limb was observed after SMA sur1330
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gery. It is unlikely that PMC lesion contributed to
PMC recruitment in the healthy hemisphere, as
PMC resection was limited, observed in four patients
only, and not correlated to PMC overactivity in the
healthy hemisphere. Involvement of ipsilateral PMC
is now well-documented in poststroke recovery
studies.8,10,11,13-15 Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the recruitment of ipsilateral premotor cortex after poststroke recovery.28 Mirror
movements observed in some patients after recovery
may explain ipsilateral premotor cortex activity.
None of the patients presented such movements. Increased difficulty to perform movements is another
possible cause of activation in ipsilateral motor related areas, as observed in normal subjects during
complex movements. Thus, patients performing a
simple task with the affected hand may recruit areas
in the ipsilateral motor related areas as if they were
performing a more difficult task. In the present
study, all patients had completely recovered. Some
patients had subjective discomfort when performing
tasks with the affected hand, but this was limited to
more complex tasks than the one used in the present
study. Recruitment of ipsilateral premotor regions
may thus be linked to the recovery process itself, in
line with the fact that lateral premotor recruitment
after recovery was higher when SMA resection was
larger. Recruitment of ipsilateral premotor areas has
already been described in fully recovered patients.10,29,30 The question remains debated of the role
of this premotor recruitment in recovery. Many authors did not find any correlation between lateral
premotor recruitment and the quality of recovery11,14,31 and recent studies pointed out that intact
lateral premotor involvement appeared to be more
prominent in patients with poor recovery.15,32 TMS
study of premotor cortex in poststroke patients15 has
also suggested that this area was actively engaged in
motor recovery and that its overactivity reflected an
unmasking of ipsilateral premotor circuitry. On the
other hand, recent clinical27 and experimental studies33 strengthen the role of motor related areas in the
damaged hemisphere. Premotor reorganization in
the damaged hemisphere has been reported after ischemic motor cortex lesions in monkeys, suggesting
that remote premotor areas in the damaged hemisphere may provide a potential neural substrate for
motor recovery.33 Taken together, these results suggest that premotor recruitment in the healthy hemisphere is engaged when recovery is not possible in
the motor areas of the damaged hemisphere and associated with poorer recovery.
Tumoral extension and activation changes in the
SMA were related to the postoperative outcome.
Larger tumoral extension in the SMA was associated
with larger activation decrease in the SMA beside
the tumor, larger activation increase in the healthy
SMA, and faster recovery. A trend was also observed
between the volume of SMA resection and the magnitude of postoperative SMA activation in the
healthy hemisphere. Although a causal relationship

cannot be ascertained between these observations,
they suggest that larger preoperative shift in SMA
activation toward the healthy hemisphere facilitates
recovery and thus that intact SMA could play an
adaptive role. These results also give additional information to the surgeon for patient information and
to manage the postoperative care. TMS study in patients with SMA lesions may help determine if premotor recruitment in the healthy hemisphere plays
an adaptive role in recovery.
Comparison between postsurgery and poststroke
patients has to be conducted cautiously, however.
First, in patients with low-grade tumors, compensatory mechanisms occurred before surgery, as shown
by decreased LI in the SMA, whereas such compensatory mechanisms were unlikely in poststroke patients before deficit onset. Second, in contrast to
most poststroke patients, none of the patients in the
present study had lesion in the primary motor cortex
or the corticospinal tract originating from the motor
cortex as assessed on clinical, imaging, and intraoperative cortico-subcortical stimulations examinations.34,35 Third, all patients had completely
recovered at the time of the postoperative fMRI, at
least according to the motor scale we used. Thus,
activation changes that were observed were associated with good recovery, whereas in poststroke studies patients had residual motor impairments.
Therefore, activation changes were correlated with
onset and duration of recovery in the present study
and not with the quality of the recovery.
By which anatomic pathways could the ipsilateral
premotor cortex compensate for SMA dysfunction?
Anatomic studies have shown that SMA is richly
connected to the ipsilateral primary motor cortex,
preSMA, PMC, cingulum, parietal lobe, basal ganglia, thalamus, and spine, and to the homologous
contralateral motor-related regions.16-18,36 Before surgery, it is possible that the ipsilateral SMA supplied
impaired SMA function using interhemispheric SMA
projections. After surgery, such a mechanism is unlikely because of the SMA resection. The SMA in the
healthy hemisphere may also compensate for SMA dysfunction through interhemispheric connections to the
primary motor cortex in the tumoral hemisphere. Nine
out of 12 patients had a partial resection of the corpus
callosum, and whether these interhemispheric connections were still functional after surgery remains to be
determined. Uncrossed corticospinal projections are
another possible candidate, as suggested previously.12,15
Most corticospinal projections originate from the
primary motor cortex but a substantial component of
the corticospinal system originates from both lateral
and medial premotor areas in the frontal lobe.36 Although there was no lesion of the corticospinal tract
in these patients, uncrossed projections to the spine
from SMA and PMC of the healthy hemisphere may be
recruited to compensate for deficient SMA function.
Finally, in monkeys, the SMA sends nearly symmetric
bilateral projections to the striatum.37 These bilateral
projections may also participate in recovery.

Basic movement characteristics, including frequency, velocity, amplitude, and force, are known to
influence motor and premotor activation.24,38-43 Kinematics study of a patient with lesion involving the
SMA, cingulate, and callosal areas showed that
movement rate of the hand contralateral to the lesion was irregular.44 In patients with surgical resections of the SMA, bilateral reduced velocity was
observed during unilateral targeted arm movements.45 In the present study, although patients
were trained to perform simple movements at 0.5
Hz, and visually monitored during the MR session,
subtle changes of these variables may have occurred
across subjects. Thus, interindividual variations may
contribute to explain part of the activation variability. However, no statistical difference was detected
either in the contralateral primary motor cortex or in
the global amount of SMA activation between tasks
or between controls and patients before and after
surgery. These two regions are those that are the
most influenced by changes in movement characteristics. Moreover, movement characteristics were not
shown to influence activation levels in the ipsilateral
hemisphere (except for cerebellum) without similar
or more significant contralateral involvement.24,38-42
Therefore, variation in movement characteristics
across groups cannot explain the main results of the
present study, namely the balance observed between
ipsi- and contralateral medial and lateral premotor
activation and its correlation with recovery
characteristics.
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